FIFTH MEMORIAL ISIDOR BAJIC
March 05-15, 2010
Accommodation and Transportation Information

All requests for accommodation and transfers with precise informations about services, hotels, transfers and fligh details can be send to e-mail d.vasic@kompasnovisad.com

1. HOTEL „CENTAR“, www.hotel-centar.rs
   Garni hotel
   1/1 BB  62 eur
   1/2 BB  83 eur
   - price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
   Distance to the Memorial site: 3 minutes walking distance

2. HOTEL „PARK“, www.hotelparkns.com
   Standard: *****
   1/1 BB  76 eur
   1/2 BB  90 eur
   - price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
   Distance to the Memorial site: 5-10 minutes by taxi

3. HOTEL „ZENIT“, www.hotelzenit.co.rs
   Garni hotel
   1/1 BB  50 eur
   1/2 BB  67 eur
   - price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
   Distance to the Memorial site: 3 minutes walking distance

4. HOTEL „PREZIDENT“, www.prezidenthotel.com
   Standard: ****
   1/1 BB  47 eur
   1/2 BB  78 eur
   - price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
   Distance to the Memorial site: 5-10 minutes by taxi

5. HOTEL „VOJVODINA“, www.hotelvojvodina.co.rs
   Standard: ***
   1/1 BB  34 eur
   1/2 BB  50 eur
   - price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
   Distance to the Memorial site: 3 minutes walking distance
6. HOTEL „FONTANA“, www.restoranfontana.com
Standard: ***
1/1 BB  29 eur
1/2 BB  36 eur
- price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
Distance to the Memorial site: 3 minutes walking distance

7. HOTEL „VOYAGER“  www.voyagerns.co.yu
Standard: ****
1/1 app BB  49 eur
1/2 app BB  60 eur
- price per night per appartment included breakfast and city tax.
Distance to the Memorial site: 10 minutes walking distance

8. HOTEL „ELITE“, www.elitecentar.rs
Standard: ***
1/1 BB  50 eur
1/2 BB  60 eur
- price per night per room included breakfast and city tax.
Distance to the Memorial site: 5-10 minutes by taxi

TRANSFER RATES:
- Novi Sad - Airport Belgrade (not highway road) vehicle (4+1) 38 eur per vehicle one way
- Novi Sad - Airport Belgrade (highway road) vehicle (4+1) 50 eur per vehicle - one way
- Novi Sad - Airport Belgrade (not highway road) van (8+1) 48 eur per van - one way
- Novi Sad - Airport Belgrade (highway road) van (8+1) 59 eur per van - one way
- Novi Sad - Airport Budapest - 154 eur per vehicle (4+1)
- Novi Sad - Airport Budapest - 213 eur per van (8+1)

Sincerely,
Vasic Danijela